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Biomolecules inside a microfluidic system can be used to solve computational problems, such as
theorem proving, which is an important class of logical reasoning problems. In this article, the Boolean
variables (literals) were represented using single-stranded DNA molecules, and theorem proving was
performed by the hybridization and ligation of these variables into a double-stranded ‘‘solution’’ DNA.
Then, a novel sequential reaction mixing method in a microfluidic chip was designed to solve a theorem
proving problem, where a reaction loop and three additional chambers were integrated and controlled
by pneumatic valves. DNA hybridization, ligation, toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement,
exonuclease I digestion, and fluorescence detection of the double-stranded DNA were sequentially
performed using this platform. Depending on the computational result, detection of the correct answer
was demonstrated based on the presence of a fluorescence signal. This result is the first demonstration
that microfluidics can be used to facilitate DNA-based logical inference.

Introduction
Biomolecular computing involves a multidisciplinary approach
consisting of molecular biology, microsystems, biosensing, and
information science. This type of computing uses biological
molecules, usually DNA, to perform selections by simulating the
digital information processing procedures.1–3 Since biological
molecules are based on solution reactions, biomolecular
computing is best performed on a fluidic platform.
Microfluidic technologies have emerged as promising devices
for chemical reactions and biological analysis. In the field of
biomolecular computing, microstructures have been used to
control the flow of solutions, and as such, the flow of information.4–6 The advantages of this technology include low sample
and reagent costs, high reaction efficiency, fast reaction rate, high
throughput, simple operation and precise control.7 Furthermore,
the structures can be designed to be problem-specific or reconfigurable.8,9 By using valves and pumps in the fluidic network, the
computer architecture can be problem-independent and
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autonomous.10 Because of these advantages, microfluidics has
been used as hardware for biomolecular computing, especially
DNA computing. Several groups have proposed using microfluidic platforms to solve maximal clique problems,9 logic operations,11 satisfiability problems,5 and splicing model based
problems.12
In these DNA computing chips, DNA hybridization analysis is
very important for obtaining computation results. Most DNA
computing microfluidic chips use an intercalating dye as the
detection tool.5,10 However, since intercalating fluorescence dyes
label all double-stranded DNAs ‘‘solutions’’, including nonspecific products, other microfluidic platforms have been developed
to employ fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) as
a sequence-specific detection tool, including a labeled probe and
labeled target oligomer,13 molecular beacon,14,15 and two fluorescently labeled probes.16 FRET is based on the nonradiative
transfer of excitation from a donor fluorophore to an acceptor.
The fluorescence signal differs according to the distance between
the donor and the acceptor. Recently, an alternative doublestranded DNA probe was developed as a detection method using
FRET.17 As the FRET of the double-stranded DNA probe is
based on the thermodynamics of DNA, the probe shows
a different fluorescence signal depending on the target DNA.
Therefore, this probe system can be used as a new sequencespecific detection tool of DNA computing.
In this study, a classical artificial intelligence (AI) problem was
solved using a microfluidic chip. Several groups have proposed
biomolecular computing solutions to logical reasoning.18–22
Theorem proving, for example, is a method of logical inference in
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propositional logic. It has a variety of applications, including
diagnosis and decision making.23,24 Resolution refutation has
been used to prove the theorem, which is a general technique that
starts with a set of logical formulae containing a negated
conclusion to derive an inconsistency of the formula set. To solve
this problem, a new sequential reaction chip was designed using
PDMS pneumatic valves to control the flow of information.
Thus, refutation was performed in an automated microfluidic
system, in which the variables, which were represented by DNA
sequences, were mixed with ligation enzymes. To detect the
computational results, toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement and enzyme digestion were used.
Moreover, a FRET-based double-stranded DNA probe was
used as a tool to measure the DNA computing results on a single
chip.

Theory: resolution theorem proving
Theorem proving is an automated reasoning from the propositional logic.23,24 Resolution refutation is a general technique to
prove a theorem. The goal of theorem proving by resolution
refutation is to determine the consistency of a given set of logic
formulae using resolution deduction.24
Propositional logic formula consists of Boolean variables and
logic connectives. A Boolean variable is called a literal, while the
basic logic connectives are ^ (logical AND), n (logical OR) and
￢ (logical NOT). To solve this problem, every formula should be
expressed in the so-called ‘‘clause’’ form. A clause is defined as
a set of literals connected by n. A clause form in propositional
logic is defined as clauses connected only by ^. The resolution
operates with two clauses sharing one literal and its negation
(logical NOT, :), such as A n B and :A n C. From these two
clauses, a new clause that is a union of the two clauses can be
deduced, except for the shared literal.25 Thus, a new clause,
B n C, can be made, except for the deduced A, :A from A n B
and :A n C. This outcome of the resolution is called a resolvent
(Fig. 1a).
The basic idea of refutation is to show that the negation of the
conclusion is inconsistent with the premises. If the result is
inconsistent, an empty clause would remain. A simple resolution
theorem proving problem was developed. Consider a set
of formulae D ¼ [:A0, A0 n B0, A1 n B1, Ai n Bi, An n Bn, :B0
n :A1, :Bi1 n :Ai, :Bn1 n :An, :Bn n :C, C] (i ¼ 1,
2, ., n). In this study, we dealt with an example when n ¼ 1. In
these formulae, the ‘‘:A0’’ means the negation of the conclusion.
To prove ‘‘A0’’ is consistent with D, the ‘‘:A0’’ was added to the
formulae.
As shown in Fig. 1b and c, the clauses and their resolvents are
connected with lines. In Fig. 1b, the resolution between A0 n B0
and :A0 results in B0. :B0 n B1 is resolved from A1 n B1 and
:B0 n :A1. From :B1 n :C and C, a new clause, :B1, is also
made. By using these resolvents (B0, :B0 n B1 and :B1), the
resolution process is continued again. From :B0 n B1 and :B1,
:B0 can be deduced. Finally, an empty clause is produced from
B0 and :B0. This resolution process can be continued until an
empty clause is produced, denoted by the symbol nil. This means
that a contradiction occurs for the negation of the conclusion,
:A0. Thus, it is proved that D is inconsistent. If any clause is not
involved in the resolution process, no new resolvent can be
1842 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 1841–1848

Fig. 1 Resolution theorem proving. The basic logic connectives used
here are ^ (logical AND), n (logical OR) and : (logical NOT). (a)
Resolution process. The clauses and their resolvents are connected with
lines. The resolution operates with two clauses sharing one literal and its
negation. B n C is derived from A n B and :A n C. The shared literal A
and its negation :A are removed and new clause B n C is made. (b) A
given set of formulae for inconsistent case and its resolution theorem
proving process for the set of clauses. The clauses and their resolvents are
connected with lines. All clauses participate in this process. An empty
clause (nil) is derived by the resolution operation. This proves that D is
inconsistent. (c) A given set of formulae for consistent case and its
resolution theorem proving process. A1 n B1 is not involved in the
resolution process. Therefore, the resolution process stops before
reaching the empty clause (nil). This means that D is consistent.

produced. For example, if A1 n B1 is not involved in the resolution process, the final resolvent :A1 and :B1 are made as
shown in Fig. 1c. Then, :A1 and :B1 do not have any shared
literal. Thus, the resolution process stops. This case cannot be
driven to nil and then it is proved that D is consistent.
In this paper, resolution theorem proving was performed for
the proposed simple formulae, D ¼ [:A0, A0 n B0, A1 n B1, :B0
n :A1, :B1 n :C, C]. Based on the formulae, the consistent
and inconsistent cases were prepared. The inconsistent and
consistent cases were same as shown in Fig. 1b and c. However,
for the consistent case, each clause was excluded one by one from
the resolution process.

DNA computing process for resolution theorem
proving
Depending on the class of the problem, resolution theorem
proving may require an exponential run time.26 Lee et al.27
developed a method using representation in a DNA molecule to
effectively solve the theorem proving problem. According to this
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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DNA computing process, the literals were represented by short
single-stranded DNA sequences. The negations of the literals
were represented by the complementary sequence of the positive
literals. The clauses were represented as the concatenation of
sequences representing the variables and negations. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 2a.
The literals for the logic problem were encoded by 10 different
oligonucleotides of 10 nucleotides (nt) each (Table S1, ESI†),
while the four clauses were represented by 20 nt sequences
combining two literals and two other clauses representing the
literals (Table S2, ESI†). The DNA sequences were designed
using the sequence design program NACST (Nucleic Acid
Computing Simulation Toolkit),28 considering the minimal
tendency of cross-hybridization and the maximal differences
between them. The literal ‘‘:A0’’ (NOT A0) oligonucleotide
contained an additional 10 nt sequence as a negation of the
conclusion and initiation point of the detection step.
The resolution of a variable between two clauses is represented
by the hybridization of the two short DNA sequences, which
corresponds to the literal in each clause. For example, when

a variable Y is resolved from clauses A and B, the DNA
sequences and their complementary sequences corresponding to
Y or :Y in each clause hybridize. Therefore, if the result is an
empty clause, none of the DNA sequences representing the
literals would remain single-stranded (Fig. 2a).
The ligation method was used as an AND operation between
clauses to solve a propositional logic problem with DNA. As
shown in Fig. 1b, D was inconsistent and an empty clause (nil)
was reached via resolution.25 In this case, a complete doublestranded structure would be built by the DNA hybridization and
ligation (Fig. 2a-i). The formation of a complete double-stranded
structure means inconsistency. However, if D was consistent an
incomplete structure (a partially hybridized and ligated DNA)
would be built (Fig. 2a-ii).

Sequential reaction for DNA-based resolution theorem
proving
A sequential reaction was developed to detect the computational
results, as shown in Fig. 2b and c. If all the clauses exist, the

Fig. 2 Schematics of DNA computing for resolution theorem proving. (a) Resolution theorem proving process for simple example. Each different
literal was encoded as a DNA sequence. Negation of literals was also encoded as a complementary sequence of literal DNA. The clauses are shown as the
concatenation of sequences representing the variables. When the given set of clauses was logically inconsistent, an empty clause (nil) can be reached by
resolution, while the DNA clauses formed a double-stranded DNA structure. The ‘‘:A0’’ sequence was the negation of the conclusion containing
additional 10 nt sequences for the next steps. With the consistent result, however, the resolution process could not draw an empty clause. Thus,
a partially hybridized DNA would be created. (b) Overview of DNA computing for inconsistent case of resolution theorem proving. DNA clauses were
hybridized and ligated. If the clauses were logically inconsistent, a double-stranded DNA was formed. The single-stranded DNA R was hybridized with
the red-colored sequence. The DNA strand was displaced by branch migration. Exonuclease I degraded the single-stranded DNA from 30 to 50 . Only the
unreacted DNA was digested. The clause ‘‘C’’ sequence was modified by phosphorothioate. Thus, the ‘‘A0 n B0, A1 n B1, C’’ sequence was not removed.
The computation result was detected by the double-stranded DNA probe. If the result was inconsistent, the quencher probe of the double-stranded DNA
probe was changed by the ‘‘A0 n B0, A1 n B1, C’’ sequence. As a result, a strong fluorescence signal could be detected. (c) Overview of DNA computing
for consistent case of resolution theorem proving. A DNA sequence (A1 n B1) was not involved in the process. Incomplete structure (a partially
hybridized and ligated DNA) was built. After sequential reactions, the ‘‘A0 n B0’’ sequence was digested by exonuclease I and the ‘‘C’’ sequence
remained. The quencher probe of the double-stranded DNA probe was not changed by the ‘‘C’’ sequence. As a result, fluorescence intensity could not be
observed.
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resolution process of the clauses would draw an empty clause
(nil). In other words, if the given set of clauses is logically
inconsistent, a hybridized and ligated double-stranded DNA
structure would be created. However, if any of the clauses is
missing, the resolution process would not be able to draw an
empty clause. Thus, a partially hybridized and ligated DNA
would be created. To separate these computing results without
any intervention, a novel sequential reaction was developed,
which detects logical consistency using a fluorescence signal. In
other words, if the result is logically inconsistent, a fluorescence
signal would be observed. However, if the result is logically
consistent, fluorescence intensity would not be observed after the
sequential reactions.
For this purpose, the sequential reaction was performed in
three steps: (1) toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement; (2)
exonuclease I digestion, removing unreacted DNA and (3)
detection using the double-stranded DNA probe (Fig. 2b and c).
The first step was the DNA strand displacement via toeholdmediated reaction. This DNA displacement reaction has been
used to construct a variety of DNA devices,29 including logic
gates,30,31 catalysts,32,33 and motors.34 The single-stranded DNA
R (invading DNA with a toehold sequence) was prepared (Table
S3, ESI†) and mixed with the products of hybridization and
ligation. A short single-stranded overhang region (known as
a toehold) of the double-stranded DNA (complex DNA) initiated the strand displacement reaction, after which branch
migration occurred. After the completion of branch migration,
the DNA hybridized with the :A0, :B0 n :A1, and :B1 n :C
sequences. Thus, a single strand of A0 n B0, A1 n B1, C was
obtained or not obtained depending on the logical consistency
(Fig. 2).
Next, exonuclease I was added to remove unreacted DNAs.
Exonuclease I degraded the single-stranded DNA from the 30 to
50 . To prevent degradation of the computation results, the clause
C sequence was modified with a phosphorothioate (Fig. 2b
and c).
Finally, a double-stranded DNA probe was prepared and
added. The double-stranded DNA probe had a fluorophoreconjugated sequence and a quencher-conjugated sequence. A
fluorophore-conjugated probe sequence complementary to the
target sequence was prepared. In addition, a quencher-conjugated probe sequence complementary to the fluorophore probe
was designed. The fluorophore probe was labeled ‘‘Cy3’’ on the
50 end while the quencher probe was labeled ‘‘blackhole
quencher 2’’ on the 30 end (Table S3, ESI†). In the absence of
a target, the fluorophore and quencher probes hybridized and
the distance between the fluorophore and the quencher was
reduced, thus, the fluorescence signal was very weak (Fig. 2c).
However, the existence of a target would thermodynamically
cause the interaction between the quencher and the target
molecule to change.13,15 As a result, a strong fluorescence signal
could be detected. In other words, if the computation result was
inconsistent, a strong fluorescence signal would be obtained
(Fig. 2b).

results of the computation were shown based on fluorescence
signal intensity. For this purpose, a new chip was designed using
PDMS pneumatic valves to control the flow. Fig. 3a shows an
overview of the microfluidic device that was used to perform
DNA computing. The device was made of two layers of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow-Corning, MI,
USA): the fluidic and pneumatic layers. The bottom layer contained a fluidic channel (100 mm wide and 10 mm deep), while the
top layer contained pneumatic channels (100 mm wide, 12.5 mm
deep) and valves to control the fluid. The chip was fabricated
using standard multilayer soft lithography.35 This microfluidic
chip consisted of a space for four-time sequential reactions. The
first reaction occurred in the circulation loop (1.0 mm in diameter), as shown in Fig. 3a. The circular channel was segmented by
the pneumatic valves (valves S1 and S2) into two different
parts,36–38 each containing an inlet and an outlet controlled by
valves (valves I1, I2, O1, and O2). A peristaltic pump was integrated to mix the different fluids (valves P1, P2, and P3). Next,
additional fluid channels, which were segmented by valves
(valves S3, S4, S5, and S6), were used as chambers for the second,
third, and fourth sequential reactions (Fig. 3b–d). Each chamber
contained an inlet and an outlet channel with three twin valves
(valves T1, T2, and T3) to control the flow.

DNA computing chip design and fabrication

Sequential mixing in a microfluidic chip

On a single microfluidic chip, a classical logic problem of resolution theorem proving was solved by DNA computing and the

Following the development of multilayer soft lithography by the
Quake’s group, peristaltic mixing using a pneumatic valve has

1844 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 1841–1848

Device operation for DNA-based resolution theorem
proving
This chip integrated four main functions and performed them
sequentially on a single chip: (1) DNA hybridization and ligation; (2) toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement; (3)
exonuclease I digestion, removing unreacted DNA and (4)
detection using the double-stranded DNA probe. To perform
computation via hybridization and ligation, the clauses of the
DNA mixture and ligase in a ligation buffer were loaded into
each channel of the circular loop, respectively (Fig. 3a). These
two solutions were then mixed using the peristaltic pump,
without opening chambers 1, 2, and 3.
The sequential reaction occurred after mixing the circular loop
solutions. The device contained three additional process chambers. Chamber 1 was used for DNA strand displacement via
toehold-mediated reaction. Through opening the twin valves on
the inlet and outlet channels of the chambers 1 (valves T1), the
single-stranded DNA R (invading DNA with a toehold
sequence) was injected into chamber 1. After opening the
segment valve S3, the DNA R was mixed with the resulting
products from hybridization and ligation by using peristaltic
valves (Fig. 3b). Next, to remove unreacted DNAs, exonuclease
I was injected into chamber 2 by opening the twin valves (valves
T2). After closing the twin valves, the segment valves S4 and S5
were opened. Then, the peristaltic mixing was performed
(Fig. 3c). Finally, a double-stranded DNA probe was loaded into
chamber 3 by opening the valve T3 and mixed by using the
segment valve S6 and the peristaltic valves P1, P2, and P3
(Fig. 3d).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 3 (a) Schematic diagram of the sequential reaction chip. The fluid inlet control valves of the circular loop were annotated as I1, inlet 1 and O1,
outlet 1. The segmented valves were numbered S1 to S6. The valves for peristaltic mixing were named P1, P2, and P3. The twin valves for controlling the
inlet and outlet of the chamber were marked T1, T2, and T3. The chip could be segmented into five sections: DNA clauses and ligase with a buffer were
introduced into the circular loop, respectively. In the schematic diagram of the chip, the yellow color represents the ligase solution, and the cyan color
represents the clauses of the DNA solution. By mixing, hybridization and ligation occurred. (b) By opening the T1 valve, the DNA strand R was injected
(pink color on the chip) into chamber 1. Through opening the S3 valve and operating the peristaltic valves, the DNA R was mixed with the resulting
products of the hybridization and ligation. (c) Next, exonuclease I (dark blue) in chamber 2, was mixed by opening the S4 and S5 valves and operating
the peristaltic valves. (d) Finally, the double-stranded DNA probe (orange) in chamber 3 was reacted by opening the S6 valve and mixing it using the
peristaltic valves. (e) Image of the sequential reaction chip for the mixing of the solution in each chamber. Water was introduced into the circular loop,
while red, blue, and orange food dyes were pumped into chambers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (f) While the peristaltic valves were working, the segment
valve for chamber 1 was opened, and red food dye was mixed with water. (g) After the opening of the chamber 2 segmentation valves, the blue food dye
was mixed, resulting in a color change. (h) Chamber 3 was opened, and orange food dye was mixed. The contents of the circular loop channel changed
color with every step (f, g, and h), indicating successful mixing after each step.

been used as a basic tool for a diverse range of microfluidic
chips.35,39 To verify the mixing between the reagent of the
chambers and the solution in the circular loop, food dye was used
as an indicator on the chip. After opening the twin valves on the
inlet and outlet channels of the chambers (valves T1, T2, and T3),
each food dye, which had different colors, was pumped into
additional chambers 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 3e). The twin valves were
then closed and the peristaltic pump of the circular loop (valves
P1, P2, and P3) was activated. While the solution in the loop was
circulating, the segment valve of chamber 1 (valve S3) was
opened for the first sequential reaction. After a 1.5 min of mixing,
the solutions in the circular loop and chamber 1 were determined
to be well mixed, as shown in Fig. 3f. The second sequential
reaction occurred when the segment valves (valves S4 and S5)
were opened. As shown in Fig. 3g, after 1.5 min, the circular loop
and chambers 1 and 2 were filled with the completely mixed
solution. Finally, the third sequential reaction was performed as
in the previous steps (Fig. 3h). The Movie S1 in the ESI† shows
the whole process of the sequential mixing. The designed
sequential-reaction chip was demonstrated to be ideally suited
for solution-based sequential reactions. Through the sequential
reaction on the chip, the computation result was observed using
fluorescence signal change of FRET. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report that utilized FRET, especially for
a double-stranded DNA probe, to solve computational problems
on microfluidic chips.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fluorescence detection of double-stranded DNA probe
with different lengths of target DNAs
To evaluate the specificity of the double-stranded DNA probe,
five different DNA targets, which had different lengths and were
partially complementary to a Cy3 conjugate sequence of doublestranded DNA, were prepared (Table S4, ESI†). This probe is
a powerful tool for detecting one base mismatch targets.17 The
computation for solving resolution theorem proving via DNA
hybridization and ligation resulted in the different lengths of the
different target DNAs. As a result of this, a difference of at least
10 nt between inconsistency (perfect-match target) and consistency (partial-match target) was needed to separate the fluorescence signals. As shown in Table S4†, the 50 nt target means
inconsistency (nil) and the others (30 and 40 nt) mean consistent
DNA computation results. One of the target DNA solutions
(25 mM) and the double-stranded DNA probe (Cy3 probe:
25 mM; quencher probe: 50 mM) solution were introduced into
the circular loop and the chamber 3 through the inlet channels,
respectively. Each solution contained 10 mM MgCl2. After
opening the segment valve (valve S6), the mixing of the two
solutions occurred by the peristaltic pump. The fluorescence
signal was detected using a fluorescent stereo microscope.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the FRET emission from the
reaction between the double-stranded DNA probe and the target
DNAs. When the 50 nt target sequence was used, the
Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 1841–1848 | 1845
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used (Fig. 4f). This means that DNA displacement and hybridization did not occur between the Cy3 probe and the short target
probe. As a result, the distance between the Cy3 probe and the
quencher probe did not change, and FRET was maintained.
Since this detection method was based on the thermodynamic
difference between the quencher probe and the target, the separation between inconsistency and consistency was feasible for
resolution theorem proving.
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DNA computing using the sequential reaction chip
Fig. 4 Fluorescence images from the reaction between the doublestranded DNA probe and the target DNA. The effect of the length of the
target DNA was explored. (a) 50 nt target DNA: perfect match with the
Cy3-conjugated sequence of the double-stranded DNA probe. A
sequence change occurred between the target DNA and the BHQ2modified DNA. (b) 40 nt target DNA: partial match from the 50 end of
the Cy3-modified DNA. (c) 40 nt target DNA: partial match from the 30
end of the Cy3-modified DNA. (d) 30 nt target DNA: partial match from
the 50 end of the Cy3-modified DNA. (e) 30 nt target DNA: partial match
from the 30 end of the Cy3-modified DNA. (f) Water without any target
DNA.

fluorescence intensity was strong, as shown in Fig. 4a. This
means that the quencher probe strand was displaced by the
perfect-matched sequence. Thus, the distance between the Cy3modified probe DNA and the quencher probe increased and
FRET was reduced. For comparison, the short-length target
DNA and the double-stranded DNA probe were mixed using
a peristaltic pump, and the resulting mixture was monitored
(Fig. 4b–e). In these cases, no change in fluorescence intensity
was observed when compared with the case where no DNA was

To evaluate the potential of using the developed chip and the
sequential reaction for solving resolution theorem proving, eight
cases were prepared. Fig. 5a shows all the clauses in which the
DNA sequences joined the reaction. In other words, this case was
logically inconsistent. All of the DNAs were mixed and introduced into the circular loop. After hybridization and ligation,
single-stranded DNA R was injected into the inlet of chamber 1
and was mixed. Exonuclease I was prepared using chamber 2,
followed by mixing. In addition, a double-stranded DNA probe
was used for detection. A strong fluorescence signal was
observed, which implied logical inconsistency (nil). Fig. 5b shows
the case where no DNA clauses were used. Distilled water and
ligase with a buffer were pumped into the circular chamber
through inlet channels, respectively. Then the sequential reaction
and fluorescence detection were performed. Since there was no
target DNA, the structure of the double-stranded DNA probe
was maintained, and no fluorescence signal was detected. This
reaction was also performed in the absence of ligase. The DNA
clauses were not connected by the ligase, which means that the
AND operation was not performed. No fluorescence signal was
detected after sequential mixing (Fig. 5c). The various target
mixtures were prepared as logically consistent cases. To further

Fig. 5 Fluorescence micrographs of the sequential reaction chip after the DNA computing process for resolution theorem proving. (a) Logically
inconsistent case. All the clauses of the DNA sequence were joined with the reactions. (b) This case did not have any DNA clause as a control
experiment; distilled water and ligase were reacted and processed. (c) Ligase was not involved this reaction; since ligase did not exist, the AND operation
could not be performed. (d) Only the ‘‘:B1 n :C’’ clause DNA was lost from the whole computing process; thus, this case was logically consistent. After
resolution theorem proving, this case could not be driven to nil. (e) ‘‘C’’ was excepted from the reaction. (f) The ‘‘A1 n B1’’ sequence did not participate in
the computing reaction. (g) The ‘‘A0 n B0’’ DNA sequence was removed from the reaction. (h) ‘‘:B0 n :A1’’ did not exist during the whole process.

1846 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 1841–1848
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demonstrate this, each case missed a clause DNA, except for
‘‘:A0’’. As ‘‘:A0’’ was a negation of the conclusion, an additional
10 nt sequence for DNA displacement was attached. Thus, there
was no need to test the logical consistency without the ‘‘:A0’’
case. In each case, the DNA solution was loaded into the circular
loop with ligase and a buffer. For these cases a fluorescence
signal was not detected, as shown in Fig. 5d–h. These results
indicate that the fluorescent signal generated from the developed
microfluidic chip depends on the logical consistency.

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Coralville, IA, USA). Stock
DNA solutions at a concentration of 100 mM were prepared
using distilled water and stored at 20  C. Before the experiment, hybridization reactions were performed in a 20 ml reaction
buffer containing 10 mM MgCl2. The reaction buffer containing
a fluorophore and a quencher probe (Cy3 probe: 25 mM;
quencher probe: 50 mM) was incubated at 95  C for 3 min, and
the temperature was steadily lowered to 25  C by 0.5  C min1,
using a thermal cycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA).

Conclusions

DNA computing on a chip for resolution theorem proving

Here, we developed a novel sequential reaction device for the
DNA-based logical problem of resolution theorem proving. To
solve this problem, a method for encoding logical formulae
(clauses) with DNA molecules was used. First, for computation,
DNA hybridization and ligation were performed on a chip.
Using this method, the number of experiment steps did not vary
with the problem size. To monitor the computation results,
a sequential reaction was conducted, where the hybridized and
ligased DNA was made to undergo: (1) DNA strand displacement via toehold reaction; (2) exonuclease I digestion for
removing the unreacted DNA and (3) detection using a doublestranded DNA probe.
To separate the consistency of the computation results, the use
of intercalating dye was not sufficient. Instead a double-stranded
DNA probe was used for sequence-specific detection based on
thermodynamics. Efficient mixing between the circular-loop
solution and each chamber solution was examined using food
dye. In addition, the double-stranded DNA was investigated
using the predicted target DNA, and a fluorescence signal was
observed when perfect-match target DNA was present.
Finally, computation and detection using sequential reaction
were performed for every possible case. As a result, a fluorescence signal was detected only in the logically inconsistent case.
Since most DNA computing problems are based on DNA
hybridization and ligation, these sequential reactions using
a double-stranded DNA probe can be applied to diverse
computational problems. Furthermore, the microfluidic system
utilizes a solution-based platform. Based on its many advantages, the developed sequential reaction device and method can
be applied to many biological and chemical problems, such as
ligase detection reaction (LDR), which is a technique that can
discriminate a single-base mutation or polymorphisms from
a wild-type for medical diagnosis and pathogen detection.40–42

Materials and methods
Sequence preparation
All single-stranded DNA sequences were purchased from Bioneer (Dajeon, South Korea). The literal and clause oligonucleotides were covalently labeled with phosphate at their 50 end. The
literal ‘‘C’’ oligonucleotide was synthesized with fully phosphorothioate modified backbones. The oligonucleotide pellets
were diluted in distilled water to a 500 mM stock concentration
and stored at 20  C until use. The single-stranded DNA R
containing toehold for the sequential reaction was synthesized by
Bioneer (Table S3, ESI†). For the double-stranded DNA probe,
the fluorophore and quencher probes were custom-made by
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Before loading the DNA samples into the microfluidic device,
equal amounts (100 mM) of single stranded DNA (ssDNA)
literals were mixed. Quick T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, MA, USA) and a 10 ligation reaction buffer were mixed.
Then each mixed solution was introduced into the microfluidic
circular channel for the ligation reaction, respectively. After
30 min, sequential reactions were allowed to proceed in chambers
1, 2, and 3. Each chamber worked independently during the
stepwise reaction. In the first step of the sequential reaction,
100 mM single-stranded DNA R, which was used for toeholdmediated DNA displacement, was loaded through the inlet
channel of chamber 1 and mixed for 10 min. Then chamber 2 was
filled with exonuclease I (New England Biolabs, MA, USA),
which degraded ssDNA from 30 to 50 , for the second reaction,
and was merged for 30 min. Finally, the double-stranded DNA
probe solution (Cy3 probe: 25 mM; quencher probe: 50 mM) was
pumped into chamber 3 and allowed to mix. After 10 min, the
fluorescence signal was detected using a fluorescent stereo
microscope (SV-6, Zeiss Optics, Jena, Germany), which was
equipped with a Peltier-cooled CCD camera to monitor the
FRET result.
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